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al decomposition kinetics of GaAs
nanowires and their crystal polytypes on the atomic
scale†

Paul Schmiedeke, a Federico Panciera,b Jean-Christophe Harmand,b

Laurent Traversb and Gregor Koblmüller *a

Nanowires (NWs) offer unique opportunities for tuning the properties of III–V semiconductors by

simultaneously controlling their nanoscale dimensions and switching their crystal phase between zinc-

blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ). While much of this control has been enabled by direct, forward growth,

the reverse reaction, i.e., crystal decomposition, provides very powerful means to further tailor properties

towards the ultra-scaled dimensional level. Here, we use in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

to investigate the thermal decomposition kinetics of clean, ultrathin GaAs NWs and the role of distinctly

different crystal polytypes in real-time and on the atomic scale. The whole process, from the NW growth

to the decomposition, is conducted in situ without breaking vacuum to maintain pristine crystal surfaces.

Radial decomposition occurs much faster for ZB- compared to WZ-phase NWs, due to the development

of nano-faceted sidewall morphology and sublimation along the entire NW length. In contrast, WZ NWs

form single-faceted, vertical sidewalls with decomposition proceeding only via step-flow mechanism

from the NW tip. Concurrent axial decomposition is generally faster than the radial process, but is

significantly faster (∼4-fold) in WZ phase, due to the absence of well-defined facets at the tip of WZ

NWs. The results further show quantitatively the influence of the NW diameter on the sublimation and

step-flow decomposition velocities elucidating several effects that can be exploited to fine-tune the NW

dimensions.
The versatile growth and crystal structure control of III–V
semiconductor nanowires (NW) has opened up various new
avenues in fundamental and applied physics research of one-
dimensional (1D) nanostructures in recent years. Most
remarkably, the inherent 1D-structure of NWs represents not
only a unique architecture allowing both electronic and optical
connement along the axis and radial directions,1,2 but also
facilitates ample opportunities for heterogeneous integration
and development of novel heterostructure design not possible
in the bulk or thin-lm form. For example, III–V NWs are readily
grown on dissimilar, highly lattice-mismatched substrates,
such as silicon (Si) thanks to strain relaxation at the sidewall
free surfaces.3,4 As a result, in the limit of very thin NWs,
coherent, dislocation-free axial and radial heterostructures can
be realized with interesting functional properties.5,6 Likewise,
the 1D-NW geometry offers access to crystal structure design
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different from the bulk phase. For classical III–Vs, like GaAs,
InAs, or InP, the metastable wurtzite (WZ) crystal phase can
coexist with the stable zincblende (ZB) phase, enabling the
formation of controlled polytype heterostructures along the NW
axis.7–9 Such polytype heterostacks provide unprecedented
scope for engineering electronic and phononic properties.10,11

They can also generate distinct sidewall facets along the NW
axis which can inhibit non-radiative surface recombination, as
demonstrated in photonic NW-devices.12 Moreover, WZ/ZB
interfaces or even single twin defects enable formation of
crystal phase quantum dots (CPQD) in regimes of strong radial
quantum connement.13–16

Access to such properties is commonly facilitated by direct
bottom-up growth, where regimes of axial and radial conne-
ment are accurately designed by growth parameters in
conventional epitaxial methods employed for III–V NWs.
Hereby, epitaxial growth is, however, by itself a metastable
process (especially for typical low-pressure growth methods)
that proceeds via non-equilibrium kinetically limited reactions
– namely, the forward (growth) reaction and the competing
reverse (decomposition) reaction.17,18 As such, growth of III–V
NWs can only take place if the forward driving reaction, mostly
limited by the supply rate of active species, exceeds the reverse
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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reaction that mainly depends on substrate temperature through
a kinetic barrier for decomposition and desorption. Interest-
ingly, whilst much effort has been directed to controlling and
understanding the forward/growth dynamics of III–V NWs,
relatively little attention has been paid to the reverse/thermal
decomposition dynamics. Understanding of thermal decom-
position dynamics – ideally in the native epitaxial environment
– is crucial for two reasons: rst, most III–V NW systems are
grown at highest possible temperature (close to the thermal
limit) to achieve highest crystal quality and aspect ratio;19–21

secondly, thermal decomposition can be intentionally exploited
to create conned 1D-quantum wires (QWR) in situ from pre-
grown NWs.15,22,23 Such ultrathin NWs are useful not only for
NW-based QDs in quantum technologies mentioned above, but
for many other applications in quantum electronics,23 nano-
thermoelectrics,24 as well as strain-engineering of functional
core–shell heterostructures.25–27 In fact, ultra-thin cores can
mitigate strain relaxation and enable exceptionally large shell
thicknesses in core–shell NWs far beyond the classical critical
layer thickness limit.26

So far, in situ thermal decomposition dynamics of NWs have
been investigated by several studies in recent years. Hereby, two
main approaches can be distinguished, each coming with
certain compromises: rst, decomposition experiments within
the epitaxial growth environment inside the growth reactor,
combined with ex situ analysis, usually by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).22,23,28–31 And, secondly, conventional growth of NWs
combined with subsequent transfer for ex situ decomposition
and analysis, mostly by heating NWs inside a TEM.32–35 The rst
approach enables best quality of the NWs because contamina-
tion and oxidation of the surfaces is prevented. It also enables
studies of the inuence of growth parameters, not only of
temperature but also of pressure, e.g., group-V atmosphere in
the decomposition of III–V materials, which allows tuning of
the congruent evaporation temperature.36 However, the true
microscopic behavior and structural changes during the
dynamic decomposition process cannot be fully elucidated
using these methods, because they offer only static information
from post-decomposition analysis but not during the actual
experiment. This would require surface-structure sensitive in
situ methods, such as e.g., real-time X-ray scattering37 or
reection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)38 previously
established for thin-lm processes, but which are impractical
for mapping the decomposition from single NWs due to their
non-planar, and relatively complex three-dimensional facet
structure. Nevertheless, basic studies of in situ decomposition
and ex situ analysis were applied to e.g., GaN,28,29 GaAs22,31 and
InAs23 NWs and it was shown that their diameters could be
reduced to sub-20 nm dimensions, enabling the observation of
1D quantum connement effects.

In contrast, combining decomposition and analysis from ex
situ, transferred NWs allows the second approach to investigate
the dynamic microscopic behavior, but it is challenging to
accurately mimic the conditions of the native growth environ-
ment. Especially the removal of NWs from the growth substrate
(e.g., silicon or III–V substrate) and transfer to a TEM holder
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(usually with a carbon or SiN support lm) can introduce
unwanted and spurious effects that strongly inuence experi-
mental results. Specically, an amorphous shell of native oxide
can form on the NWs during transfer, which is more stable
against thermal decomposition than the studied material itself
and can locally even prevent decomposition.33,35,39,40 In addition,
in such experiments, the NW is lying on the support lm and
has a different heat contact to the substrate, which can lead to
non-uniform decomposition,33–35,41 unlike decomposition
inside conventional growth environments.22,23 Moreover, several
thermal decomposition studies performed on NWs using in situ
TEM were inuenced by other extrinsic features, such as the
inherent Au-catalyst droplet oen used for the growth. This
catalyst strongly accelerates the axial decomposition process
due to interaction of the liquid Au alloy with the NW.32,39

To reconcile these various drawbacks, the ultimate solution
is to perform the epitaxial growth, the entire decomposition
process and the real-time TEM analysis of these steps in a single
instrument, as has been demonstrated for the growth and
decomposition of CuO NWs.42 However, for the technologically
relevant III–V NWmaterials, such uncompromising approaches
aiming for complete microscopic dynamics within the true
native environment and on intrinsically clean NWs have not
been explored at all so far. In this work, we close this gap by
performing real-time thermal decomposition analysis of
entirely catalyst-free GaAs NWs grown and studied directly by in
situ TEM. Our investigations not only provide access to the
native growth surface, due to the absence of foreign catalyst
droplets, but further enable the real-time decomposition
studies of different crystal phase polytypes (ZB vs.WZ) and their
related mixtures. In addition, we also highlight the relevance of
the distinct facet structure in ZB vs. WZ NWs on the atomistic
modes governing the decomposition process.

The NWs were grown in the self-catalyzed vapor–liquid–solid
growth mode immediately before the decomposition inside the
same TEM, using conventional effusion and valved cracker
sources for group-III and -V elements (similar to molecular-
beam epitaxy (MBE)) attached to the microscope43,44 and
a specically designed silicon heating cantilever.45,46 As the
cantilever acts as an epitaxial growth substrate and denes the
NW's crystal orientation, this experimental design enables
direct and real-time studies of NWs in their intrinsic growth
environment. Hereby, the cantilever simultaneously serves as
a resistive heater, such that heating is performed on as-grown
NWs in their free-standing geometry with a sole contact to the
substrate at the bottom. This closely resembles the conditions
of post-growth annealing of bottom-up grown NWs in conven-
tional epitaxial growth reactors. Real-time monitoring via high-
resolution TEM videos of the NWs was then performed in the
h11�0i (ZB)/h112�0i (WZ) zone axis, which allows us to distinguish
between WZ and ZB polytypes. The focus of the following
experiments is to quantitatively assess the impact of the two
crystal phases, as well as their characteristic surface facet
structure and shape on the NW decomposition dynamics. In
order to achieve this, three experiments are presented in detail.
First, we analyse three adjacent mixed-phase NWs. This allows
direct comparison of the inuence of the shape and layer
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004 | 2995
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stacking on the decomposition, under conditions where the
temperature is the same for all NWs. In addition, we compare
the decomposition dynamics of an almost phase pure ZB with
a WZ NW. By placing a focus on the dynamic evolution of the
crystal facets we highlight markedly different decomposition
mechanisms for the two respective crystal phases.
1. Mixed-phase NWs

Fig. 1(a) shows an image of the GaAs NWs prior to the decom-
position experiment, which were exposed to As-atmosphere to
consume and crystallize the Ga catalyst droplet subsequent to
the growth. The NWs have an initial length of ∼200 nm and
consist mostly of a mixed ZB/WZ crystal structure. Since the
cantilever on which the NWs are grown has a thickness of 4 mm
in viewing direction, the distance between NWs can be larger
than apparent from this projection. All NWs show a similar
shape with a tapered le side and an almost vertical, untapered
right side. This shape is characteristic for low-temperature
growth inside this TEM, which does not support substrate
rotation as in standard MBE growth chambers. Hence, the
initial asymmetrically tapered shape is due to the Ga and As ux
impinging onto the NW facets from the top-right and top-le
corner, respectively. The NW micro-structure was determined
from additional high-resolution TEM images (see ESI Section
Fig. 1 (a) Time evolution of three GaAs NWs during decomposition. The s
of the NWs as a function of time. Some curves are offset to higher value
indicates this curve's zero position. This offset applies to the length of
Corresponding axial decomposition rates as a function of time and diam
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S3†). Apart from the predominant stacking disorder, the three
NWs in view show additional characteristic differences: NW-1
has a large phase-pure WZ segment in the middle, whereas
the top and bottom of the NW consist of a mixed ZB/WZ crystal
structure with stacking faults every fewmonolayers. Meanwhile,
NW-2 shows similar micro-structure as NW-1 but without any
extendedWZ segments, and NW-3 is almost pure ZB with a high
density of twin defects.

To initiate thermal decomposition, the supply of Ga and As is
interrupted and the heating current through the cantilever is
increased, until the decomposition process visibly starts taking
place via changes in the surface structure and subsequent
removal of atoms from the surface. The exact value of the
temperature is, however, not known because of the incertitude
in the pre-calibration of cantilevers. Nevertheless, we can esti-
mate the temperature at the NW position in the range of 650 °C
to 700 °C based on knowledge of the decomposition rate from
previous experiments in ultra-high vacuum (UHV).22 Moreover,
the substrate temperature can dri during the experiment due
to the change of device resistance induced by deposition (and
subsequent desorption) of GaAs on the heating elements. To
minimize this effect, the entire experiment was performed
under constant heating power (within 1%). As the temperature
is the same for all three NWs at each time point, we further
circumvent the temperature uncertainties by comparing the
calebar is valid for all images. (b) Length and (c) diameter at the bottom
s for clarity as indicated by the thick black line on the right axis which
NW-1 (80 nm) and NW-2 (20 nm) and diameter of NW-1 (10 nm). (d)
eter close to the NW tip. The arrows indicate the direction of time.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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decomposition rates of the different NWs over the same time
period (see ESI Section S1†).

In the following, we describe several features of the decom-
position process as seen by the temporal evolution in Fig. 1(a).
First, as expected, the length and diameter of all NWs decrease
over the course of the experiment. In addition, the shape of the
NWs changes in very peculiar ways. For example, aer about
200 s of decomposition, NW-1 shows a region of small diameter
at the top of the NW and a region with large diameter at the
bottom. The abrupt change in diameter in its center was not
present before annealing. Further on, aer 300 s, the thin top
segment disappeared, leaving behind an apparently more stable
bottom part of the NW. Note, in Fig. 1(a) the lower part of the
rapidly decomposing top segment consists of a large WZ
segment, which is specic to NW-1. Hence, we tentatively
suggest that this shape along with the quick axial decomposi-
tion is a characteristic result of the WZ phase. Indeed, these
features are not observed in NW-2 which has a similar shape
and crystal structure but does not contain such a long WZ
segment. For this NW, the tapered shape stays roughly the same
over the course of the experiment, while length and diameter
decrease at any given position. NW-3, composed mainly of
heavily twinned ZB structure, has initially a smaller diameter
and length than the other two NWs. It remains the thinnest NW
throughout the decomposition process, and aer 400 s it has
decomposed almost completely with only a short stem with
a diameter below 10 nm remaining.

To quantitatively describe the length and diameter evolution
at different positions of each NW, their shape was analyzed for
each video frame during the entire decomposition process (see
ESI Section S2†). The resulting data is depicted in Fig. 1(b) and
(c). Some curves are offset to higher values for clarity as indi-
cated by the black line at the right axis, which indicates this
curve's zero position. Within the rst∼50 s, the length (and also
the diameter) decreases slowly for all three NWs. This might be
due to an inhibiting barrier at the beginning of the experiment,
but we cannot rule out a somewhat lower temperature at the
beginning of the experiment. Aer that, the length of all NWs
decreases over time, but all three NWs show both qualitatively
and quantitatively different behavior. NW-1 shows an initially
slow length reduction, which accelerates between 200 s and
280 s and then abruptly slows down again. In contrast to this,
the length of NW-2 decreases almost linearly with time and NW-
3 shows a clear non-linear behavior with an accelerating
reduction in length as decomposition progresses. In regions of
small NW diameters and towards the end of the experiment,
plateaus of constant lengths followed by abrupt length reduc-
tions are evidenced. These can be due to accumulation of
amorphous material at the thinned NW tip, which inhibits
evaporation (see ESI Section S4†). Fig. 1(c) shows the diameter
evolution of the three NWs, evaluated at the bottom (150 nm
below the initial tip position). Here, NW-1 shows a continuous
acceleration of the radial decomposition with time. In contrast,
the diameter of NW-2 and NW-3 decreases almost linearly. ESI
Section S5† shows the same data plotted as NW volume over
time, which shows an overall decreasing volumetric decompo-
sition rate due to the smaller size of the NW towards the end of
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the experiment. Since the temperature is the same for all NWs,
we deduce that the strong differences can only be caused by
variations in crystal phase and shape of the NWs, which are
analysed in more detail in the following. To account for these
more quantitatively, we extract the respective decomposition
rates as a function of time and shape, which allow us to better
demarcate changes due to different crystal phase stackings. For
the axial decomposition rate, the length variation was tted
with a linear function in suitable time-frames. The results are
shown in Fig. 1(d) as a function of time and diameter (measured
20 nm below the NW tip). Since the position where the diameter
is evaluated is relative to the tip position, it moves towards the
bottom just like the tip as decomposition progresses. The
diameter is, thus, inuenced by the concurrent radial decom-
position and the tapering of the NW. We rst focus on NW-1
(blue): initially, the diameter below the tip is ∼15 nm (see 0 s,
200 s in (a) and (d)) and the axial decomposition is∼0.3 nm s−1.
At 250 s, the axial decomposition accelerates strongly (more
than two-fold), leading to the abrupt reduction in length evi-
denced also in Fig. 1(b). This increased rate coincides exactly
with the time-frame, where theWZ segment is situated at the tip
of the NW and ends when the WZ segment is fully decomposed,
exposing an adjacent ZB segment beneath (see ESI Section S3†).
This suggests that theWZ phase is thermally less stable than the
ZB phase regarding axial decomposition. Indeed, faster
decomposition of WZ GaAs compared to ZB has been observed,
albeit under different experimental conditions.35 The remaining
bottom-part of the NW is le with a larger diameter (∼25 nm)
near its top end compared to the beginning of the experiment
(∼15 nm, see 0 s and 300 s frames in (a) and (d)). This increased
diameter is correlated with a drop in axial decomposition rate to
∼0.2 nm s−1; lower than during the beginning of the experi-
ment. This might suggest that the radial dimension of the NW
has a direct impact on the axial decomposition rate, since the
crystal structure at the very top and bottom part of the NW
shows the same microstructure. This is supported by the
temporal evolution of the axial decomposition rate of NW-1
during the nal stages of the experiment, where it increases
again accompanied by a decrease in the diameter (see Fig. 1(d)).
However, from a single NW such a dependence cannot be
unambiguously deduced due to the possibility of a temperature
dri simultaneously inuencing the axial decomposition. Yet,
NW-2 and NW-3 show distinctively different behavior: NW-2
shows a constant axial decomposition rate and also has an
almost constant diameter near the tip, because the tapering
compensates the diameter reduction due to radial decomposi-
tion. On the contrary, the axial decomposition of NW-3 accel-
erates with time. Concurrently, the diameter near the tip
decreases with time due to radial decomposition from 25 nm to
below 10 nm, because the tapering of NW-3 is lower. The
temporal evolution of the axial decomposition rate of NW-2 and
NW-3 could not be correlated to differences in their crystal
phase, because they contain no large phase-pure segments.

To explain the different axial decomposition dynamics, we
suspect that the diameter of the NW close to the tip impacts the
axial evaporation rate. For smaller NW diameter, the curvature
of the surface is increased, which increases the relative amount
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004 | 2997
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of crystal edges. Since such edges act as preferential sites for
evaporation,47 we expect that a reduced radius leads to a larger
axial (and radial) decomposition rate. Likewise, if surface
diffusion precedes desorption, an increased surface to volume
ratio at smaller diameter increases the surface area available for
desorption and, thus, might increase the decomposition rate.
Both NW-3 and NW-1 (except for the WZ-segment) show this
trend of increasing decomposition rate for smaller diameters
quite clearly (Fig. 1(d), right panel). Remarkably, the lowest axial
rates of NW-1 are at 300 s with higher rates at the beginning and
the end of the experiment. In contrast, for NW-3 the lowest rates
are at the beginning and the axial rate increases at all times. The
fact that the correlation between decomposition rate and
diameter is observed for different temporal evolution, indicates
that the correlation is not due to uncontrolled changes in the
sample temperature or due to an increase in surface roughness.
These observations are, therefore, driven by the time-dependent
evolution of the NW-shape and diameter.

In contrast, for the radial decomposition, no clear depen-
dence on the NW diameter has been observed for these three
NWs (see ESI Section S6†). This is most likely due to the rela-
tively strong crystal phase mixing in these NWs. However,
experiments on pure ZB NWs show that, in that case, their
radial decomposition depends on the diameter. Hence, to fully
understand the effect of the crystal phase on the decomposition
dynamics, we performed experiments on almost phase-pure
NWs along with higher resolution.

2. Zincblende NW

In the second experiment, we investigate a NW (NW-4) that is
initially untapered and which consists mainly of ZB crystal
phase, except for a single 10 nm long WZ segment close to the
tip. Such a small WZ segment is caused by the droplet
consumption upon growth termination due to the reduction of
the contact angle of the self-catalyzed Ga droplet.44,48 Below the
WZ segment, the NW contains two long phase-pure ZB
segments (45 nm and 65 nm) separated by a single twin defect.
Further down, the twin density is increased with only short
twin-free segment lengths of typically 3 nm to 5 nm. In order to
achieve atomistic resolution, only the tip of the NW is observed
during the experiment, as shown in Fig. 2. A full view of the NW
during decomposition (at 500 s) is shown in the ESI Section S7.†

The high resolution employed here allows us to also map the
role of the crystal facets in the tip region of the NW, and thereby
providing direct insights into the microscopic decomposition
dynamics. The facets are determined here from their inclina-
tion angle as directly visible in the TEM video. Since the images
are measured in the h11�0i zone axis, the real facets can be
different from the angle of the projection determined here. We
assume, that the NW growth direction is [111] B ([1�1�1�]), which is
the preferred growth direction of III–V NWs49–52 and we are
viewing from the [01�1] direction.

Initially (0 s), the NW is terminated by a segment of ZB
having a tetrahedral shape dened by three {110} facets.53 In the
chosen zone axis we observe one of the {110} facets parallel to
the beam and the intersection of the two opposite facets
2998 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004
forming an edge normal to the [211] direction. Once decom-
position starts (322 s), new (311) and (100) facets develop in
place of the [211] edge on the le, while the (011) facet is still
visible on the right side of the tip, but it is now neighbored by
a (�111) facet. In the samemanner, the edges formed by the NW's
{11�0} sidewalls are not stable54–56 and evolve into {11�1} and
other nano-facets during decomposition. This leads to
a complex three-dimensional structure, that cannot be resolved
from a single 2D-projection. In contrast, the sidewalls of the WZ
segment remain straight edges normal to the [�211] direction in
ZB notation ([11�00] in WZ-notation) without strong tapering,
which can be explained by the overall lower energy of WZ
compared to ZB sidewalls.57

Now, to illustrate the role of these facets on the decompo-
sition, we rst focus on the section interfacing the ZB tip and
the 10 nm WZ segment beneath. At 610 s, the WZ segment
forms a thin “neck” on top of a thicker ZB NW, indicating that
the short ZB cap on top of the WZ segment prevents an axial
decomposition of the WZ phase. This reproduces nicely the
observations made in the rst experiments shown previously
(Section 1). The short ZB segment on top of the WZ segment
decomposes in the axial direction. However, its top part consists
of the same family of facets (see frame 322 s and 610 s), which
limits the width of the WZ segment. In the ESI (Section S8†) we
show the decomposition process at the interface between ZB
and WZ segments more closely. As we note, on one side of a ZB
nano-facet, there is a spontaneous decomposition, which then
extends over the entire facet via a step ow mechanism. If there
is a neighboring well-dened facet, the layer decomposition can
extend from one facet to the other. In this example, a step starts
on the (�111) facet and continues on the WZ sidewall. This leads
to a quick radial decomposition of the WZ segment whenever
the ZB segment on top of it is reduced in diameter. This process
is only limited by the step ow velocity and results in mostly
untapered WZ sidewalls, as we observe here and further illus-
trate below. Therefore, the diameter of the WZ segment is
governed purely by the ZB segment on top and not by its native
radial decomposition. Such a step ow decomposition mecha-
nism has been observed for monoclinic CuO42 and has been
hypothesized for WZ GaN NWs.28,29

Further down, the dominant pure ZB-regions of the NW
exhibit sidewalls with few-nm long {11�1} facets, but for the most
part no clear facets are visible (see 870 s and 1220 s). From these
images it can be seen that twin defects (positionsmarked in red)
do not lead to any change in sidewall morphology and, thus,
have no strong impact on the local radial decomposition rate.
Even though step ow decomposition on the short {111�} facets
is visible (see ESI Video V1†), the absence of neighboring facets
limits the propagation distance for step-ow. Therefore, the
decomposition is mostly dominated by direct decomposition
from the undened sidewalls and the decomposition of ZB NWs
appears isotropic when analysed with lower magnication as
done in the rst experiment (Section 1). From this “macro-
scopic” point of view, decomposition appears as free sublima-
tion with different rates from the top and side facets.

To illustrate this decomposition behavior on such overall ZB
NW, we evaluate the NW length and diameter reduction over
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) TEM image of the mainly ZB-NW (NW-4) imaged at the NW tip at different times with indicated facets and crystal phases. (b) Evolution
of facets at the tip during early stages of the decomposition. (c) Length and diameter as a function of time. The dashed lines mark instances,
where changes in decomposition rate were not correlated to a change in crystal phase (see text). (d) Respective decomposition rates. (e) Radial
decomposition rate as a function of the NW diameter at a fixed position for different time-intervals.
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time as shown in Fig. 2(c). The evolution of length and diameter
shows a section-wise linear behavior over time. Specically,
both the axial and radial decomposition rates (Fig. 2(d)) are
initially slow and appear to accelerate at certain points. Note,
here the NW diameter is evaluated 50 nm below the position
that the tip occupies during the course of the experiment. The
axial decomposition rate is initially very slow (0.02 nm s−1) and
increases to 0.36 nm s−1 towards the end. At one point, the axial
decomposition rate shoots up to ∼1 nm s−1 (at around 625 s).
This is directly associated with the WZ segment in the otherwise
ZB crystal, as already observed previously for NW-1. As expected,
the radial decomposition rate is much lower than the axial rate
over the entire experiment. It is increasing with time from
0.007 nm s−1 to 0.023 nm s−1. It is worth noting that while the
radial decomposition rate in terms of change in diameter tends
to continue to increase towards the end of the experiment, the
volumetric radial decomposition rate decreases for very small
diameters due to an overall smaller size of the NW as demon-
strated for NW-1 to NW-3 in the ESI Section S5.† Differences
between rates at the beginning and the end of the experiment
may include the combined effect of changes in NW shape,
crystal structure, and potential changes in temperature, which
makes conclusions about individual contributions challenging.
However, certain differentiations can be made: for example, at
two instances in the video the axial and radial decomposition
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
simultaneously and abruptly accelerate (400 s and 900 s), which
are marked by dashed lines in (c). This is likely caused by
a change in temperature because no change in the crystal phase
or shape is present at these particular times. Interestingly, here
the radial and axial rates are affected by a different magnitude.
Around 400 s the radial decomposition rate increases by ∼35%,
while the axial rate increases by ∼150%. The same trend holds
true around 900 s, where the radial rate abruptly increases by
∼140%, while the axial rate increases by ∼660%. Therefore, the
ratio of axial to radial decomposition is larger for increased
decomposition rates (i.e., higher temperature). If such in situ
decomposition is used to reduce the NW diameter, the axial
decomposition is not desired. Our results, thus, suggest that the
axial decomposition can be reduced relative to radial decom-
position by performing the process at lower temperature but for
longer time.

In the latest stages of the experiment (>1000 s) the axial
decomposition dynamics change from a linear to a step-like
behavior (Fig. 2(c)). The average axial rate increases further,
while no change in the radial decomposition rate is visible
(Fig. 2(d)). A temperature effect can thus be ruled out and the
increased axial rate should rather be attributed to the small
diameter, as already observed in the rst experiment (Section 1).
The step-like behavior is partly caused by accumulations of
amorphous material at the tip of the NW, which inhibits axial
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004 | 2999
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decomposition (see ESI Video V1 and Section S4†). However,
this does not particularly affect the radial decomposition.
Towards the very end of the experiment, when the diameter of
the NW close to the tip becomes extremely small (∼3 nm), it
abruptly decomposes leading to a sudden drop in length.
Similar abrupt changes in length have been observed for
decomposition in similar NW systems, where even extended
(hundreds of nm long) segments of small diameter abruptly
disappear because the diameter gets too small.23,31

In order to investigate if the effect of increasing decompo-
sition rate for smaller diameters also applies to radial decom-
position, we take a close look at the radial decomposition rates
throughout different stages of the decomposition experiment.
However, care needs to be taken in the analysis, because
decomposition rates at different times may not be directly
related to geometric parameters only, due to the imperfect
stability of the local temperature. In order to circumvent
possible variations of the local temperature during the experi-
ment, radial decomposition rates at different positions along
the NW axis during the same time-frame are evaluated. Thereby,
these also correspond to different diameters, given by the
underlying tapering of the NW. It is therefore assumed that
within one time-frame the temperature is equal at different
positions along the NW axis. In addition, we limit our analysis
to pure ZB segments, such that any remaining differences in our
observations can only be caused by the NW geometry. The
evaluated positions are limited to those that are visible over the
entire duration of each time-frame. Therefore, for different
time-frames different positions are shown. To do this, each
frame of the video is mapped to an absolute coordinate system
using crystal phase features of the NW (WZ segment, twin
defects). This allows the evaluation of the diameter at a xed
position in the ZB region of the NW (see ESI Section S2†). The
corresponding data is shown in Fig. 2(e) for decomposition
times until 875 s. For each individual time interval plotted here
the diameter varies by ∼5 nm along the visible NW segment.

We nd the following interesting characteristics: for the rst
interval 75 s to 250 s, the radial decomposition rate varies from
0.004 nm s−1 to 0.014 nm s−1, yet, the overall rates are
comparatively low. Within this time interval, the highest rates
correspond to the positions along the NW, where the diameter
is lowest. These positions are typically the ones located towards
the tip of the NW as seen in Fig. 2(a) and (b). For the consecutive
time intervals, this trend towards high radial decomposition
rates at lower diameter continues. Note, the relative difference
in rate between different positions along the NW axis is as high
as a factor of ve. However, a certain change in diameter is not
always reected by the same magnitude in the decomposition
rate. For example, the time interval 500 s to 650 s shows
a similar change in diameter compared to the other intervals
but only a much smaller variation of the decomposition rate. As
discussed earlier, the complex and dynamic composition of the
tip facets strongly inuences its decomposition process.
Therefore, a single morphological parameter (i.e., diameter)
only partly explains changes in the decomposition rate. For the
late stages of the experiment, both diameter and radial
decomposition rate change only weakly within one time interval
3000 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004
(see ESI Fig. S8†). However, from the entire experiment per-
formed on such ZB-dominated NW, we can observe that the
radial decomposition increases towards small NW diameters as
shown in Fig. 2(e). Such increasing radial decomposition for
small diameters is expected to accentuate the tapering of the
NW over time. Further, for very small diameters a fast radial
decomposition leads to abrupt reduction of the NW length.
Controlling the tapering and this non-linearity is, therefore,
a prime challenge in achieving long ZB NWs with diameters
<10 nm using the decomposition method. As we illustrate in the
next section WZ NWs show remarkably different behavior.
3. Wurtzite NW

Using the same growth procedure, GaAs NWs with predominant
WZ-phase were also observed. These form the basis of our nal
experiment, where we determine the decomposition dynamics
of an almost pure WZ NW (NW-5) with no adjacent ZB segment.
Only at the very top, the NW consists of 6 nm ZB, followed by
∼5 nm mixed ZB/WZ and below that a 45 nm long defect-free
WZ segment. This is evidenced in Fig. 3(a), which also shows
the shape evolution over time. Initially, the NW has a at
sidewall on the le, but shows tapering on the right side. From
previous experiments it is known that NWs grown under such
conditions have {11�20} side facets. In this projection, the NW
side is given by an edge normal to a h11�00i direction. Quite
interestingly, and in contrast to the mixed-phase NWs (NW-1–
NW-3), the tapering vanishes completely over the course of the
experiment, resulting in well-dened side facets at the end. Also
contrary to the ZB NW-4, the tip of the WZ NW does not show
well-dened facets but a rounded-off shape (see frames at 513 s,
808 s).

Fig. 3(b) shows the NW length and diameter (10 nm below
the NW tip) evolution over time. The length evolution consists
of several almost linear evaporation intervals, demonstrating an
overall increasing decomposition rate over time as for all other
NWs. The radial decomposition process, however, slows down
with time (red curve). Here, two linear regions are identied,
rst relatively fast radial decomposition (∼0.006 nm s−1) until
400 s and aer that slower radial decomposition (∼0.003 nm
s−1). It is surprising, that the axial rate increases while the radial
rate decreases as the NW gets smaller. This very different trend
with respect to the axial decomposition highlights again, that
a temperature effect cannot cause these interesting dynamics by
itself.

Most of the features observed during the decomposition
process can, hence, be understood in terms of the underlying
microstructure. First, from the beginning until 280 s the axial
decomposition rate is small (∼0.015 nm s−1). At this time, the
length decreased by ∼6 nm and thus reaches the end of the
small ZB segment at the top of the NW and the decomposition
dynamics switches to that for the WZ phase. Here, the slope in
length reduction increases by ∼300% (see ESI Section S11† for
decomposition rates). Between 515 s and 570 s the experiment
was put in standby to adjust the imaging conditions, which is
reected in the plateau seen in the length and diameter data.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) TEM images of the WZ-NW (NW-5) over the course of the experiment. Individual steps at the surface are marked by red arrows. (b)
Length and diameter 10 nm below the NW tip as a function of time. (c) Velocity of individual steps on the NW sidewalls.
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The plateau at 750 s was likely caused by a temperature
instability.

The decelerating trend of the radial decomposition can be
explained by closely resolving the microscopic decomposition
mechanism in relation to the underlying WZ-structure. Note,
that already in NW-4, which contains a short WZ-segment, we
observed a characteristic step-ow decomposition process on
the side of the segment. This is also now corroborated to be the
dominant mechanism responsible for the reduction in diam-
eter via the {11�20} side facets of this NW. The ow of individual
steps moving downwards along the NW can be directly visual-
ized from the video. In the beginning of the experiment there
are many steps already present on the right NW sidewall due to
the initial tapering. Exemplary images are shown in Fig. 3(a)
with individual steps marked by red arrows. Here and in the
video (see also ESI Video V2†) we nd that the nucleation of new
steps is slower than the disappearance of existing steps by them
moving out of sight. This causes the number of steps to
decrease with time and, as a consequence, a reduction of the
tapering of the NW. Due to this effect, the radial decomposition
is rst limited by the movement of the initial steps, and once
the steps from initial tapering disappeared (aer 425 s), also by
the nucleation of new steps from the NW top. For this reason,
radial decomposition is fast initially and slow aer the tapering
disappeared. Only nucleation of new steps at the NW tip and
their subsequent motion downwards was observed and never
sublimation from a at sidewall surface by nucleation of a new
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
step on a terrace. This is in stark contrast to the NWs with ZB
crystal phase, where the latter is the dominant radial decom-
position mechanism (cf. Section 2). ESI Video V2† shows the
nucleation of individual steps at the edge of the tip and their
ow on the NW sidewall. This observation is typical for the late
stages of the experiment. A similar result of decelerating radial
decomposition with time has been reported by Brockway et al.28

for WZ GaN NWs. Combined with a narrowing of the diameter
distribution, the result was attributed to a reduced step-
nucleation rate at smaller diameter. In contrast, our results
suggest that the initially higher radial decomposition results
directly from the initial tapering.

For the axial decomposition, no step ow is visible on the tip
of the NW as seen in ESI Video V2.† Here, decomposition
usually starts at the corner between tip and side facets, where
material rst disappears and is then followed by sublimation of
the material closer to the center of the tip. This axial decom-
position occurs much more frequently than the nucleation of
a new step on the side facets. As mentioned, the axial rate
increases with time aer the initial tapering disappeared, as
opposed to the radial rate. This indicates that the decomposi-
tion at the tip is not directly responsible for the formation of
steps on the side facets, which might allow tuning the experi-
mental parameters to optimize the ratio of axial to radial rate.

Tracking the motion of individual steps over time, allows us
to determine a step ow velocity of the steps on theWZ-GaAs. As
shown in Fig. 3(c), the velocity increases from ∼0.1 nm s−1 to
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 2994–3004 | 3001
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∼0.5 nm s−1 as decomposition progresses. This increase over
time might be indicative of an increasing temperature, which
could also be partly responsible for the increasing axial
decomposition rate.
4. Comparison of decomposition
rates in ZB and WZ

The same step-ow analysis was performed for the nano-facets
at the tip of the ZB NW-4 in the time interval from 0 to 550 s.
Due to the small size of the facets of NW-4, the related uncer-
tainty is much larger, but we nd that the step ow velocity on
the short WZ segment is similar (∼0.5 nm s−1), while it is higher
on the (�111) and (011) ZB facets (∼1–4 nm s−1). Under the
assumption that the same step ow velocity on the {11�20} WZ
side facets implies a similar temperature, the temperature is
then the same in the beginning of the experiment of NW-4 and
the end of the experiment of NW-5.

This allows now a direct comparison of the ZB (NW-4,
Fig. 2(d)) with the WZ (NW-5, ESI Section S11†) axial decom-
position rates at the same temperature, which are estimated as
∼0.13 nm s−1 (WZ) and ∼0.032 nm s−1 (ZB). This value of
∼300% faster axial decomposition of WZ compared to ZB is
similar to the value obtained for the transition from ZB to WZ at
the tip of NW-5 (∼300%). It is also consistent with the 2-3 fold
increase in axial rate of the WZ segment of NW-1 (Fig. 1(d)). In
NW-4 the relative increase of the axial rate due to the WZ
segment is much larger (∼2000%). This is possibly due to the
very small diameter (“neck”) and short length of the WZ
segment. Differences between the values are caused by the
uncertainty in temperature and effects of faceting and NW
shape. However, in all cases, we observe a reduced axial
decomposition of the ZB phase, which is likely caused by the
formation of stable facets on the tip.
Fig. 4 Summary of the observed differences between ZB and WZ
decomposition with an order of magnitude estimation of the relative
axial and radial decomposition rates (red arrows) at the same
temperature (R0 = 0.032 nm s−1). The blue arrow indicates the step
flow mechanism on the WZ sidewalls.
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For the radial decomposition the trend is opposite. In the
late stages of NW-5 (WZ) the average radial decomposition rate
is∼0.0032 nm s−1, which is limited by nucleation of steps at the
tip of the NW. In contrast, the absence of dened sidewall facets
in the ZB crystal (NW-4) leads to simultaneous sublimation on
the entire sidewall and, hence, exhibits very different rates. At
the beginning of the experiment of NW-4 the radial decompo-
sition rate is 0.005 nm s−1 to 0.02 nm s−1 (Fig. 2(e)), which is
signicantly larger than the radial decomposition rate in WZ.
Fig. 4 summarizes schematically these observed differences
between ZB and WZ and gives order of magnitude estimations
of the relative axial and radial decomposition rates at similar
temperature. Certainly, the exact relation between the rates
varies depending on temperature, shape and facet formation.
5. Conclusion

To conclude, we investigated the decomposition dynamics of
GaAs NWs with different crystal phases by in situ TEM in real-
time. We nd that ZB NWs have much lower axial but larger
radial decomposition rates compared to WZ. Both effects are
linked to spontaneous faceting of the NW surface. On the tip of
ZB NWs {110} and {311} facets can inhibit decomposition, while
for WZ NWs a rounded tip without dened facets decomposes
more quickly. This behavior is reversed for the side facets. ZB
NWs show pronounced nano-faceting, even in phase-pure
segments. This leads to a concurrent sublimation along the
entire sidewall with step ow limited to the size of the nano-
facets and a signicant radial decomposition rate. For WZ
NWs, well-dened vertical {11�20} facets form during decom-
position. The radius decreases only by step ow starting from
the tip of the NW or due to initial tapering, because nucleation
of new steps on the at sidewall surface is not observed. This
leads to very small radial decomposition rates. Furthermore, we
have shown that for small diameters the axial decomposition
rate of mixed-phase NWs and the radial decomposition rate of
ZB NWs both increase.

Our results have important practical implications for
growers wanting to utilize such a decomposition technique in
order to tune NW properties. The increase of the radial
decomposition rate with decreasing diameter in ZB leads to an
increase of NW tapering with time. This makes it mandatory to
start the decomposition process with untapered NWs if one
wants to achieve extended thin NW segments. In order to
preserve as much length of the NWs as possible, low tempera-
ture and long decomposition time should be preferred, because
the axial rate increases faster than the radial rate with
increasing temperature. Furthermore, we observe nano-faceting
on the sides of ZB NWs, which might have a signicant impact
on the electronic properties of the NW or the properties of
subsequent shell growth, especially for lattice-mismatched
shells. A thin homoepitaxial regrowth might be able to restore
{1�10} side facets and alleviate some of these problems.
Controlling the As-ux during decomposition can be used to
further control decomposition rates, congruent temperature
and surface energies of the various facets.23,36,56
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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For the case of WZ NWs the decomposition technique can be
used advantageously to reduce the tapering of NWs by inducing
a step ow on the {11�20} side facets. Recent works have shown
possibilities to control the crystal phase of NWs with deliberate
stacking of WZ and ZB phases.44,58,59 For example, if a suffi-
ciently thick ZB top segment can be added, then such a reduced
tapering can be achieved even without decreasing the NW
length because the ZB segment inhibits axial decomposition.
This could also be used to decrease the diameter of the WZ
segment without reducing its length, because the diameter is
determined by the diameter of the ZB segment on top. Such
scenarios could be exploited for generating size-controlled
crystal phase quantum dots (CPQDs), where particularly the
symmetry properties of the WZ-phase are very benecial for
ideal single and entangled photon sources.60

Our study demonstrates the importance of individual crystal
facets on the decomposition mechanism and its kinetics.
Future work could be directed, on the one hand, towards
exploring the effects of growth species on the formation of
individual facets and, on the other hand, towards tuning the
local temperature. This would allow determination of the acti-
vation barriers and respective energies of individual processes,
further extending the comprehension of the microscopic
dynamics, while facilitating transfer of results to classical
growth reactors.
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